Bronze Arts Award

a) Explore the arts as a participant

Dates

 Participate in a workshop led by a dance artist who’s an
expert in their field to gain new skills.

Workshop on
25 February 2018

 Take part in a Q&A with dance artist to gain specific
knowledge of the field and discuss how you can develop
your arts practice. Ask at least one question.

Q&A on
25 February 2018

Evidence: description of activity, artist’s biography, video, photos, individual
question & answer, summary of learning, self-assessment of participation,
reflection on how this has helped improve your dance skills and/or practice

b) Explore the arts as an audience member
 Attend a dance review workshop.
 See a live dance show or performance; e.g.
o Work performed at other Arts Award Supporter
o Work by chosen artist for research
o Step into Dance Spring Sharings

2 hours at RAD +
independent leaning

Dates
Workshop on
18 March 2018
Brainstorm ideas on
18 March 2018

 Write a dance review.

Review due on
13 May 2018

 Share your experience with others.

Discussion on
13 May 2018

Evidence: ticket, programme, photo, review, feedback, notes/photos of
group discussion

2 hours at RAD +
independent leaning

c) Arts inspiration

Dates

 Choose an inspiring and living UK-based dance artist; e.g.
o Step into Dance teacher
o Dance performer, choreographer, artist, etc.

Brainstorm ideas on
13 May 2018

 Develop your research methods.
 Research chosen artist’s career, life and work.
Evidence: research notes, photos, interview recording, summary of research
and why they’ve chosen this artist, feedback, self-assessment

d) Arts skills share
 Attend workshops on leadership, speaking and workshop
planning skills.
 Lead a dance workshop.
-or Share your knowledge of an arts practitioner in an oral
presentation.
Evidence: summary of preparative workshops (leadership, speaking,
workshop planning), explanation of activity (presentation/workshop) and
reason for choosing it, presentation notes/workshop plan, video, photos,
feedback, self-assessment of skills developed and shared

Finalise research by
24 June 2018

2 hours at RAD +
independent leaning

Dates
Workshops on
25 February, 18 March
and 24 June 2018
Workshops held on
13 May 2018

Presentations held on
24 June 2018

4 hours at RAD +
independent leaning

Guideline: 11+ years and able to work independently, with support and guidance from your adviser.
Portfolio: In order to provide evidence of your learning for each part of each unit, you will create an
online portfolio on the Arts Box platform. This portfolio will be monitored throughout the process and its
assessment at the end of the process will determine whether you have passed your Arts Award.
Adviser and assessor: Nathalie Delorme
Moderation: will take place in July/August (tbc) - your presence may be required

